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Welcome to our 2019 Catalogue of Primary French Resources!

Everything here is distributed by European Schoolbooks Ltd (ESB) and is available from The European Bookshop in London and nationally by mail order from Cheltenham, online via our website:

www.eurobooks.co.uk

Prices

Prices are correct at the time of printing (16/03/18) but may be changed without notice if affected by publishers’ increases or exchange rate movements. Up to date prices can always be found on our website.

Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFRL)

ESB's mission is to provide UK language teachers with the best of a huge range of materials produced by the many European publishers who specialise in the learning and teaching of their respective languages.

In particular, we think it is in every pupil's interest that UK language learning should be aligned with the CEFRL, which all the best new materials produced within the other 46 member countries of the Council of Europe now incorporate.

Inspection Copy Service for Teachers

We will gladly send you an inspection copy of any textbook (sorry, not audio-visual materials) you are thinking of buying in class sets. If you buy 12+ copies of textbooks direct from ESB or our bookshop you may keep the inspection copy free-of-charge. If you buy 20+ copies you may be entitled to a discount. Please ask for details.

Other services

We offer a range of other services to the language-teaching community – advisers, inspectors, and heads of establishments or departments, especially language colleges and Network for Languages Centres. If you are planning any kind of languages event or promotion, we can attend ourselves or send an appropriate boxed selection of relevant books and materials. With suitable notice we can arrange presentations or workshops, and we are open to all other suggestions. For more information please contact the Marketing Department on 01242 245252 option 4.
picture books

In this series you will find a fantastic selection of some of our bestselling French picture books for use in primary schools at KS2. Other suitable books are available in different sections of our online catalogue, but here are some of the current favourites. We have included a mixture of translated and original literature, which introduces a wide range of everyday vocabulary relevant to the world of young children. Every title is filled with fun, from colourful illustrations to rhyming text. The use of story books is a very enjoyable and educational way of introducing modern foreign languages into the Primary classroom, be it as the main focus for lessons or as supplementary material for schemes of work or activity books. If you are looking for something specific that you cannot find, please do get in touch.

bestselling translated titles

Beginners/False beginners (basic vocabulary, simple sentences)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>107503 Aujourd’hui je suis...</td>
<td>£15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>072205 Aujourd’hui on va...</td>
<td>£16.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>317899 Bébés chouettes</td>
<td>£5.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221857 Devine Combien Je T’aime</td>
<td>£5.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>074062 La chasse à l’ours</td>
<td>£12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10614 Les amis d’Elmer</td>
<td>£5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>316640 Ma Maman</td>
<td>£14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>318653 Enfin la paix</td>
<td>£6.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intermediate (longer, more complex sentences)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>140187 La sorcière dans les airs</td>
<td>£12.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109237 Monsieur Bout-de-Bois</td>
<td>£6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113417 Les Bizardos</td>
<td>£6.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143650 Gruffalo</td>
<td>£11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002774 Pierre Lapin</td>
<td>£6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147557 Rébellion chez les crayons</td>
<td>£5.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4 French

Authentic French Titles

Beginners/False beginners (basic vocabulary, simple sentences)

107671 1 loup 2 chiens 3 culottes £8.95
One box with 2 dogs inside; and 3 pairs of underpants and 7 more dogs and more and more things until finally the wolf jumps out. Help!

072851 Aboie Georges! £13.95
An exasperated mother tries to teach her pup to bark, but Georges will only meow, quack and oink...what has he been eating?!

332953 Au loup! £5.90
A little rabbit learns that he shouldn’t cry wolf.

003056 Au secours voilà le loup! £5.90
Oh no - the wolf is coming! And he’s getting closer and closer - how can we get away from him? Tip the book this way? Shake the book? Read to the end to find out!

072819 Bonne nuit, petit monstre vert! £14.50
The first star appears in the sky which means... goodnight little green face, goodnight little red mouth. Like all clever children Petit Monstre Vert knows when the stars come out it is time for sleep.

004101 Bonsoir lune £5.90
A translation of the bestselling "Good Night Moon" by Margaret Wise Brown.

119958 Une fourmi pas comme les autres £15.90
Carla the little ant would very much like to be different and stand out from the crowd, so one day she decides to wear a yellow jumper to work. What a great idea think all the other ants and the next day they all wear yellow jumpers to work! Carla comes up with another idea then...

004087 Histoire de Babar £5.90
In the big forest, a little elephant called Babar is born. This is his story.

074523 Homme de couleur! £14.75
A popular African story tackling racism which has been retold over generations.

003103 Les habits de Lulu £9.95
Lulu’s friends have got dressed with their clothes all mixed up. Luckily Lulu is there to show them how they should put on their clothes.

003000 Les citrons ne sont pas rouges £12.50
Lemons are red - no lemons are yellow - apples are red. A new way to introduce colours where holes cut into the pages are used to show first the incorrect and correct colours.

142615 C’est à moi ça! £9.95
In the jungle frog finds an egg; all the animals say it belongs to them - but whose is it?

107640 Caméléon £11.50
A story about finding friends even if you are different. Caméléon has a magic mane that changes colour. Some of the animals laugh when they see it, some are surprised and even the zebras aren’t afraid of him when he goes hunting with his Dad. It’s difficult being different but the chameleon is happy to play with him because they have something in common.

143245 Demain, je te mangerai £9.95
The wolf is very hungry. In the forest he meets... row...

362239 Dans la petite maison verte £11.95
In the little green house there is...

107276 Et pourquoi? £5.90
All children go through a phase of questioning everything - in this book it is Little Red Riding Hood who is asking the Big Bad Wolf!

072851 Aboie Georges! £13.95
A story about friendship even if you are different. Caméléon has a magic mane that changes colour. Some of the animals laugh when they see it, some are surprised and even the zebras aren’t afraid of him when he goes hunting with his Dad. It’s difficult being different but the chameleon is happy to play with him because they have something in common.

142615 C’est à moi ça! £9.95
In the jungle frog finds an egg; all the animals say it belongs to them - but whose is it?

003000 Les citrons ne sont pas rouges £12.50
Lemons are red - no lemons are yellow - apples are red. A new way to introduce colours where holes cut into the pages are used to show first the incorrect and correct colours.

074687 Il fait comment le caméléon? £8.95
What noise does a Chameleon make? A selection of animals and their sounds lead to the right answer!

003800 Je m’habille... et je t’apporte un cadeau! £5.90
A simple, Christmas story. Watch Father Christmas get dressed. Once he is fully clothed he is ready.....to bring you your Christmas present!

073000 Le loup qui voulait changer de couleur £6.30
One night, Wolf wakes up to find a spaceship is landing in his garden! There is not a moment to lose - the inhabitants of planet Looping need him for an extraordinary mission...

107535 Le loup qui voulait changer de couleur £9.95
Mr Wolf is in a bad mood this morning. He does not like the dark colour of his fur and wants to change it; to slip into the skin of another as it were... a humorous tale about self-acceptance.

075530 Le livre des couleurs des crayons £9.35
Red crayon draws apples, grey draws an elephant and yellow draws the sun! The reader must use their imagination to find the crayons.

071965 Le Caméléon Méli-Mélo £5.65
The chameleon’s life is very ordinary until he discovers that he can not only change colour, but also change size and shape! When he sees the fantastic animals at the zoo he wishes he could be just like them. But will the ability to change who he is make him happier?
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074030 Madeleine £5.90
The delightful rhyming tale of Madeline in French, set in a boarding school in Paris.

074849 La maison des bisous ! £11.95
Here is a little bear searching for kisses. Help him by opening the door, lift the duvet and rug - you will be surprised at the funny characters who are hiding there!

004058 Non, non et non ! £5.90
Today is Octave’s first day of school but today Octave says NO! to everything and everyone - to his Mum, his teacher, to Jeanine and Raoul who want to play with him. Will this carry on all day? No!

A book of opposites where holes cut into the pages are used to turn day into night, small into large, happy into sad.

072632 Non mais ça va pas £5.90
A sly crocodile tries unsuccessfully to get a little elephant to play close to the waters edge.

003046 Ouvre-moi ta porte £14.95
It’s dark when the deer knocks on rabbits’ door. He wants to come in because he is scared of the wolf. When the wolf knocks on the door, rabbit and deer don’t want to let him in. What can he be scared of - it must be a trick - or is it? Teaches prepositions.

142851 Petit poisson blanc compte jusqu'à 11 £5.65
Learn to count with the little white fish!

325531 Petit poisson blanc est tout content £5.65
Petit poisson Blanc is very happy. Maman has come to find him and take him home. A great book for teaching prepositions.

334310 La petite poule rousse £14.95
Margot the little red hen has found a grain of wheat. When it is time to plant it everyone is busy but when it is made into bread everyone wants to try some...

004299 Pop artiste £10.50
Pop’s friends love his bright colours and want to look like him so Pop gets out his paint pots.

349373 Pop mange de toutes les couleurs £9.95
Pop the dinosaur is white like the milk that he drinks until he eats a banana and turns yellow. Excited he begins to eat lots of new foods to find out what happens to him. A fun way to learn colours and foods.

299438 Quel radis dis-donc ! £12.50
The story of The Giant Turnip in French.

149956 Raoul - Attendez ! Je suis pressé ! £16.50
Raoul is a little wolf who is full of life and full of questions about everything and anything!

149957 Raoul - Mais c’est une fille ! hardback £16.50
Raoul has lots of questions about the arrival of the new baby but is very disappointed when he discovers it is a baby girl - Can we change it for a baby brother?

318954 Le rêve de Mimi £12.50
A colourful book in large format that recounts Mimi’s dream using simple nouns and adjectives and verbs.

074862 Si le loup y était £13.95
Adapted from the popular song “Prome-nons-nous dans les bois”, this wonderful book uses lively illustrations, pop-ups and different materials to touch to teach French to very young children.

074810 Le secret £14.75
Secrets are for for keeping.... A little mouse finds a juicy red apple and keeps it a secret. One by one the squirrel, the bird and the frog try and find out his secret but with no success.

328785 Sophie, la vache musicienne £11.50
Sophie loves music, and seeing an advert for a competition she decides to enter, for which she must join a group or an orchestra. As well as being a nicely told and illustrated story with plenty of useful but simple vocabulary, this book considers the themes of acceptance and individuality.

330039 Sports à gogo £7.25
Can you work out which sports are in the pictures? Lift the flaps to see the whole picture and find out if you were right.

071998 Tout en haut £10.50
The animals want to climb to the top of the mountain but it is very steep. Will any of them manage to climb it? A fun story using simple repeating phrases to introduce animals.

074327 Les trois ours £12.95
The traditional tale of Goldilocks and the 3 bears, with full illustration.

107626 Trotro à Paris £4.85
Visit Paris with Trotro - its fun! He climbs the Eiffel Tower, walks through the Arc de Triomphe, rides the merry-go-round at Montmartre, goes to see the Mona Lisa at the Louvre but his favourite thing is to eat an ice-cream while admiring Notre-Dame.

329751 Une année avec Mamouna £13.95
A young girl has a good reason to visit her Grandmother every month. Whether it is Spring, a birthday or Halloween all these events are celebrated at Grandma’s house.
French Picture Book Topics Pack

A selection of French picture books which cover the basic vocabulary topics: numbers, colours, clothes, animals, telling the time, parts of the body and transport.

002892 26 titles £242.00
The pack contains: Les citrons ne sont pas rouges, Les habit de Lulu, Je m’habille et..., Je t’apporte un cadeau !, Maman!, Je m’habille et..., je te croque, Toutes les couleurs, Pop artiste, La chenille qui fait des trous, Quelle heure est-il, Monsieur le Loup ?, Le Carnélon Méli-Mélo, Tout en haut, Ma voiture, Bonne nuit, petit monstre vert !, Aboie Georges!, Petit-Bleu et Petit-Jaune, Homme de couleur!, Va-t’en grand monstre vert, Dix petites graines, Qui conduit?, Le corps humain, Le loup qui voulait changer de couleur, 1 loup 2 chiens 3 culottes, Une fourmi pas comme les autres, Petit poisson blanc compte jusqu’à 11, Pourquoi?, Pop mange de toutes les couleurs.

ABC Melody

These books will be are a great asset to any classroom, giving pupils an introduction to French culture and tradition in simple language and delightful illustrations. You can also listen to the books free online. English editions are also available.

002862 Marie de Paris £6.25
Follow seven year old Marie as she gives us a glimpse into her life in the French capital. We see her home, school, ballet class and holidays in the countryside. Marie introduces us to her friends and family during a tour of some of the most famous sites of Paris. At the back there is an illustrated vocabulary section.

002863 Marie voyage en France £5.75
Follow Marie on a journey around France exploring some of its most beautiful regions, from Alsace to Provence, Brittany to Cama-rque. Uncover countryside, local specialities and different cultures and customs led by our favourite seven year old.

009600 Où est mon chat? £4.98
Où est mon chat? takes us on an adventure to help Lola find her runaway cat. The cat runs around Paris as Lola tries to catch it! On each page you can find Mistigrì hidden amongst the illustrations as you discover different areas of Paris. The book contains an illustrated map of the cat’s journey and sites to look out for.

Stephanie Blake

Since his first appearance in 2002 in Caca boudin, the stories about the little rabbit Simon and his alter ego Superlapin have become firm favourites with children both in France and abroad. This is a collection of all the Simon books in hardback editions.

074592 Aaaah ! Pas le dentiste ! £11.50
074587 Au Loup ! £10.95
074590 Bébé Cadum £11.75
077486 Un bébé dans le ventre de mamain ? £11.75
074593 Donner, c’est donner £10.95
074491 Je suis le plus grand £11.75
074257 Je veux des pâtes ! £11.75
074134 Je veux pas aller à l’école £10.95
074069 Je veux pas déménager ! £11.75
074484 Je veux pas aller à la piscine ! £11.75
074577 Non pas dodo ! £11.75
074487 Noeux Joël ! £11.75
074274 Multiplications £11.75
074591 Superlapin £10.95
074586 Tu es comme moi? £11.50

Intermediate (longer, more complex sentences)

119084 La bonne farce £13.50
Mouse plays a trick on his friends telling them she has seen a blue wolf. They all come to see but the blue wolf doesn’t exist or does it?...

116992 Boucle d’ours £12.95
Everyone is getting dressed up for the Carnival. Papa Bear is the big bad wolf, Mama Bear is Sleeping Beauty and Baby Bear is Goldilocks! Everyone is excited but when the Big Bad Wolf arrives dressed as Little Red Riding Hood they are not so sure... (vocabulary)

110993 C’est l’histoire d’un éléphant £17.95
The story of an elephant who hasn’t slept because a bat was munching food all night above his head and a chain of events that lead to a mouse scaring the elephant. A funny story, told using repeated phrases.

075139 Croisière sur le Nil: Un voyage en Egypte £11.75
A bright and colourful book which takes the reader on a journey along the Nile. At the end is a map of Egypt and information about some of the places that have been visited. There are also some pages on Egyptian history, hieroglyphics and the gods and goddesses of ancient Egypt.

073022 Ernest et Célestine vont pique-niquer £5.65
Célestine is delighted because tomorrow she is going on a picnic with Ernest. However, when the next day arrives, Célestine discovers it is raining and is disappointed. Ernest, who is a wizard at expressions, decides to pretend that it is not raining.

003888 Fou de football £6.15
Bruno loves football after moving to a new area his only wish is to play with the local team.

107535 Le loup qui voulait changer de couleur £9.95
Mr Wolf is in a bad mood this morning. He does not like the dark colour of his fur and wants to change it; to slip into the skin of another as it were... a humorous tale about self-acceptance.

0406433 Le loup qui voulait faire le tour du monde £9.95
Bored of being in the forest, Mr Wolf decides, one day, that he would like to travel the world. He packs his bags determined to visit all sorts of places like Egypt, Italy, Africa, Canada and China...

148881 Maman arrive hardback £11.95
Lises’s mother always has her head in the clouds, a fact that amuses her friends but could she be so distracted that would forget to collect Lise from school? That wouldn’t be so funny...

003275 L’ogre, le loup, la petite fille et le gâteau £12.50
The ogre returns from a day’s hunting with a wolf, a little girl and a cake. To get home he has to take them across the river in a boat that only has space for two. How can he do it without someone eating someone else? An amusing story with lovely illustrations.

355521 Où se trouve la rue Saint-Michel? £10.50
Adventure is just around the corner. Fabien and his little sister Nelly are lost at the funfair. Returning home turns into quite a frightening expedition. So... where is la rue Saint-Michel?

074477 Un point c’est tout £13.95
Punctuation comes alive in this book where a full stop changes form with according to its context. An amusing story which would appeal to older readers.
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003274 Le roi, sa femme et le petit prince £4.55
An amusing story which would appeal to older primary school children. With the days of the week, animals, short sentences and frequent repetition, this book offers plenty of scope for teachers to read to pupils learning French at KS2.

406432 La tour Eiffel a des ailes £11.50
The Eiffel Tower is bored and is starting to suffer from pins and needles. She decides that she needs a change of air and decides to travel to the seaside... at last... some real holidays... far away from Paris and its many tourists...

Non-fiction / Cross-curricular

Ages 5-7

305055 Des Goûters toute l’année avec mes copains £6.98
This children’s cookbook has clear and well-illustrated instructions for 12 traditional French recipes, one for each month of the year. Recipes include la galette des rois, les crêpes, le gateau de Pâques, le ciafofus and the tarte aux abricots.

Ages 8-10

333064 L’Univers £9.55
This book of questions and answers provides bite-sized chunks of information about all aspects of the Universe.

101427 Temps et météo £3.60
105968 Aztèques et Mayas
101426 Bâteaux
105941 Bébés animaux
105954 Cache-cache: Le camouflage des animaux
105942 Châteaux-forts
101428 Dans la jungle
105943 Des bêtes bien étranges
105948 Dinosaures
105944 Instruments de musique
105970 L’aviation
105958 Le corps humain
105971 Le monde des insectes
105973 Le système solaire
105981 Les énergies
105977 Les animaux migrateurs
105951 Les Indiens d’Amérique
105945 Lions et autres gros chats
105960 Marcher sur la lune
105982 Milieux extrêmes
105978 Monuments célèbres
105983 Observer le ciel
105946 Pirates
105984 Plante en danger
101315 Plantes

073420 Ma première Histoire de France £13.95
A first introduction for young children which concentrates on the key moments in French history. This large book is arranged in clear double-page spreads, each covering one era, from the beginning to modern times. A chronological frieze runs along the bottom of the pages, giving young readers their first sense of the elapse of historical time and, in the case of children in Britain, a first chance to map the events of French history to their own.

Tous lecteurs!

A collection of mainly non-fiction titles for primary school children. The series offers 5 graded levels to aid progression in reading. With illustrations and glossaries in French, these books will give children an appetite for reading as they discover how the world works. Each title £3.60

072942 Ma mère £10.95
My Mum is not an octopus with eight arms, or a chicken that scratches the ground to feed her chicks or a kangaroo that carries me in her pouch. My Mum puts me to bed, she explains things, she spoils me. My Mum knows how to do everything. An amusing collection of brightly coloured images.

345930 Un jour affreux £14.75
Louis and Marianne did not enjoy their first day at school. When they tell their grandfather he recounts his first day - a real “jour affreux” in a frightening school with a horrible teacher but he explains the second day is always better than the first...

148838 Zoo fermé pour travaux hardback £16.50
The zoo is closed! Pierre was so excited about his zoo trip he finds it hard to hide his disappointment. His Dad decides to cheer him up by telling him about the real life of the animals and what they do outside of the zoo opening hours!
Primary year 6

008862 Simple comme Bonjour! French level 1

French-English dual language texts in simple PowerPoint format designed to help children to develop reading skills whilst learning about France and French culture. These texts are the first in a series designed to help build confidence in reading, and are suitable for children in upper Key Stage 2 and Lower Key Stage 3. Stories include: La France, En autobus, La Tour Eiffel (poem), Voici la Bretagne, Prendre le Metro, Les ponts de paris, Noël en France, La Tour Eiffel (prose), à Carnac en Bretagne sud. These nine texts will appeal to young learners as they develop a pleasure of reading in French, and discover the delights of Paris and Brittany and many aspects of everyday life in France. The nine texts are on a CD-ROM in PowerPoint format, in French and English and include voice recordings in French by the author, Michèle Martin. There are footnotes to explain key vocabulary or aspects of French life and culture, beautiful authentic photos of Paris and Brittany at all times of the year to provide illustrations and help with understanding. Each story is in a printable format on the CD-ROM and there are guidance notes for teachers.

Music and song

Ages 8-10

008024 Finger Rhymes & Action Songs

-A DVD for years 3 & 4

£45.00+

A training resource for all who teach French in Key Stage 2. This DVD is an ideal resource for professional development, whether in a formal training setting or for private use by practitioners. Sections on the DVD include: a rationale for the inclusion of finger rhymes and action songs; learn and rehearse - each rhyme is presented in short phrases to allow teachers to learn and practise as necessary; classroom observation - this section shows the rhymes and songs being presented, practised or performed in the classroom. Children can experience both enjoyment and challenge as they learn a bank of finger rhymes.

008003 French Dance in the Primary Classroom

This classroom DVD and audio CD will help teachers and children to learn five simple French dances, one for each year from year 3 to 6, and one that is suitable for children of any age. Yannick Minvielle-Debat makes French dance simple and fun to learn, and provides a clear rationale for the inclusion of French dance within the Key Stage 2 curriculum (linking it to the KS2 Framework for Languages (Intercultural Understanding strand) and the P.E. programme). Robin Shepherd is a talented folk musician who plays a variety of instruments, including melodeon and fiddle.

ELI Language Magazines

ELI

By integrating ELI magazines into their lesson plans, thousands of teachers have found new and rewarding means of motivating their students when learning a language. There are 5 issues per year (September to May) and online teacher’s notes and MP3 audio materials are available. These magazines have been designed for a range of age groups and abilities, but the following is best suited for primary languages:

Beginners

085341 Voilà!

Voilà! provides an interactive illustrated dictionary, games, comic stories, stickers and craft activities that allow children to master the rudiments of French in a fun yet structured way. Emphasis is placed on visual aspects with captivating illustrations, large photos and modern graphics. Topics for 2016-2017: Dans la classe de la maîtresse Isabelle; Une famille à la mode; Les sentiments et les émotions; Faisons du lèche-vitrines en ville !; le pique-nique.

1 subscription £16.00; 2-5 subscriptions £10.00; 6 or more subscriptions £8.50 each

Big books

Ages 8-10

Oralbooks

Oralbooks is a collection of big books to help young children develop their listening comprehension and speaking skills. Each album consists of a story told on three levels of difficulty, to follow the progression of the child or to allow for use with groups of learners at different levels. The Oralbooks all come with an audio CD, which contains all 3 versions of the story, and include at the end of the book a list of objectives and vocabulary to be assimilated through the use of the book.

Each title £30.50

120722 Boucle d’Or et les trois ours

120721 L’arbre à goûters

340662 La petite poule rousse

101322 Le bonhomme de pain d’épices

101323 Le lièvre et la tortue

338562 Le petit chaperon rouge

100805 Le Petit Poucet

100803 Pierre et le loup

100804 Le Navet géant

335929 Les trois petits cochons

120723 Mes poux à moi

101325 Nelson le gourmand

Petits contes du tapis

This collection of big books offers a modern retelling of classic fairy tales as well as contemporary stories, in a large format suitable for use in the classroom. The books present 50 cm wide pictures without words: the text is printed on a flap which can be open by the side of the book to read with a child, or folded back to read to a group.

003202 Blanche-Neige

£14.75

003222 Boucle d’Or et les trois ours

£14.95

003172 C’est moi le roi !

£16.50

003226 L’escargot et l’éléphant

£14.95

003199 Le chat botté

£14.95

003191 Le petit bonhomme de pain d’épice

£14.95

003201 Le petit chaperon rouge

£16.75

003223 Le vilain petit canard

£15.50

003221 Les trois petits cochons

£16.75

003224 Pourquoi le tigre ne grimpe pas aux arbres

£14.75

003199 Le chat botté

£14.75

334310 La petite poule rousse

£15.50
Raconte et chante

A charming and bright series of six graded short stories, presented in both narrative and song form. Each teacher’s set comprises a large-format (A3) teacher’s book for front-of-class use which allows pupils to follow the story visually, with large colourful pictures of the characters on the right hand side and the text in large print on the left and a CD which provides the story in song and drama form encouraging correct pronunciation through repetition and acting out the story.

Each title £18.95
008106 À la mer - Book & CD
008107 Les amis de la ferme - Book & CD
008105 Anniversaire à la ferme - Book & CD
008126 Monsieur l’arbre et la petite fille - Book & CD
008122 Un pique-nique - Book & CD
008113 Plic...plic tombe la pluie - Book & CD

Les Puces

All Les Puces books are opened one way and the story is in French and then - FLIP IT OVER - and it opens the other way and the story can be found in English. The two languages are not on the same page, so it feels as if you are reading a real French book ... and you can’t cheat! Ahahahaha!

Each title £10.00
073740 À Table
073797 Charlie le lapin et les graines
073894 L’été
073702 L’Automne
073738 L’Hiver
073800 Le corbeau taquin
072401 Le Printemps
071426 Ma famille
073769 Mon corps
071544 Petit Monstre
073794 Petit Paul veut devenir un pirate
073768 Petit Paul veut devenir un pompier
073782 Une promenade dans les bois
073964 Charlie le lapin fait une pizza

Bilingual French stories for the Key Stage 1 classroom

These eleven stories on CD-ROM, designed for use on the interactive whiteboard in a whole-class context, are designed as simple and easy-to-use PowerPoint presentations. Presented and narrated in both French and English, they can be used to help develop language and conceptual understanding, in young children aged 4 to 7.

The stories introduce the concepts of nationality and dual-nationality, as we see the world through the eyes of Norbert the Bear.

Teacher guidance can be printed from the CD-ROM and gives a wealth of ideas for exploiting the texts.

Children can learn about Norbert through these 11 simple stories: Je m’appelle Norbert; J’ai un chat; Norbert au volant; Norbert et le houx; L’Oncle James vient à Paris; Norbert a faim; Les hélicoptères; Norbert à Versailles; Norbert dévore; Norbert au bord de la mer; Mon doudou.

002980 CD-Rom £30.00+

Ages 0-4

Oops & Ohlala

A collection of bilingual illustrated books suitable for 2-5 year olds. Ohlala speaks French and Oops answers in English. Children recognize the situations and understand the story thanks to expressive drawings by Amelie Graux and they can understand a book in French!

Each title £9.25
Beginners
077509 At the doctor’s/ Chez le médecin
077508 At the park/ Au park
077507 At the supermarket/ Au supermarché
077497 I’m not scared/ Même pas peur
073429 Happy Easter/ Joyeuses Pâques
073428 On the farm/ À la ferme
077588 At the beach/A la plage

Bilingual books

Ages 0-4

Oops & Ohlala

A collection of bilingual illustrated books suitable for 2-5 year olds. Ohlala speaks French and Oops answers in English. Children recognize the situations and understand the story thanks to expressive drawings by Amelie Graux and they can understand a book in French!

Each title £9.25
Beginners
077509 At the doctor’s/ Chez le médecin
077508 At the park/ Au park
077507 At the supermarket/ Au supermarché
077497 I’m not scared/ Même pas peur
073429 Happy Easter/ Joyeuses Pâques
073428 On the farm/ À la ferme
077588 At the beach/A la plage

Bilingual French

Effortless and fun first reading in French, for the 6-10 year olds. Filou et Pixie live in a bilingual family; Filou speaks French, Pixie speaks English. Fond of jokes, they always have ideas to play tricks on their friends and family. Funny stories close to the young readers’ day-to-day life using diversified and essential vocabulary and short and straightforward dialogues in balloons. The audio version of the text, performed by French and English actors, are available to download for free on the publisher’s website.

Each title, hardback £9.95
111149 Canteen fun/ Chouette! La cantine!
077513 All about Father Christmas/ Tout sur le Père Noël
077517 At the zoo/ Au zoo
077510 Crazy cake/ Un drôle de gâteau
077514 Hello Doctor/ Allô Docteur
077512 Our best clothes/ Nos plus beaux habits
077518 The birthday party/ L’anniversaire
077515 The fair/ La fête foraine
077511 The school picture/ La photo de classe
077516 The ski class/ La classe de neige
007841 This is sport!/ C’est du sport!
### Young ELI Readers - Fables

**ELI**

This collection of classic fairy tales and fables expands the popular series of Young ELI Readers for children. Adapted for young learners of French as a foreign language, these illustrated stories are accompanied by a variety of games, activities and multimedia content to help children learn in a fun, motivating and enjoyable way. Available in four levels, the books are graded according to the CEFR and to the number of headwords used (Beginners A0 - 100 headwords; A1 - 200 headwords; A1.1 - 300 headwords; A2 - 400 headwords). Each title features:- 2 introductory pages of pre-reading activities to familiarize the reader with the characters and the vocabulary of the story- Entertaining activities throughout, in addition to the activity pages at the end of the book- Single and double Picture Dictionary pages that present vocabulary and help to memorize it- A fun song- Two creative Project pages giving children the opportunity to make a small object with the aid of authentic photos and simple instructions- Two or more pages devoted to the dramatization of the story; With the ‘Let’s act!’ section every pupil will get involved and take an active part in an exciting drama project ! Plus, every reader is accompanied by an Audio-CD, adding a new, digital dimension to reading in class with an IWB or even at home on the PC. With the Audio-CD children can follow fun animations of the story, listen to the recordings with a karaoke function, do engaging, interactive and autocorrecting exercises, and much more!

**Ages 8-10**

**Les aventures d’Albert et Folio**

Eberlé, D/Treper, A

HACHETTE

This series of readers follow the adventures of Albert the dog and Folio the cat brought together when their owners get married. The stories are designed especially for young learners with larger than life characters, colourful illustrations and amusing storylines to captivate children's interest. Texts use repetition through the books to help children read independently early on. The books in the series are graded at different levels to suit a range of abilities and each book includes an Audio-CD.

### Stage 1 (A0)

002820 Mamie Pétronille et les enfants vikings
002796 Mamie Pétronille et le ballon
002797 Mamie Pétronille et le pirate
002841 Mamie Pétronille et le ruban jaune
002839 Vive les vacances!
002795 Le rêve de Sophie

### Stage 2 (A1)

002801 PB3 et le recyclage
002876 PB3 a besoin d’aide
002798 PB3 et les legumes
002799 PB3 et la veste de Chloé
002843 PB3 et Coco le Clown
002800 Perrette et le pot au lait
002867 PB3 et les poissons + CD

### Stage 3 (A1.1)

002802 Tonton Jean et l’arbre Bakonzi
002803 Tonton Jean et les pingouins
002844 Tonton Jean et les suricates
002866 La belle et la bête

### Stage 4 (A2)

002806 Le passage secret
002805 Henri a un problème électrique
002804 Henri et la couronne
002845 Henri et la compétition sportive
002877 Henri et la tombe égyptienne
002895 Tartarin de Tarascon
002836 C’est chouette l’amitié

**A0 (Stage 1)**

002917 La cigale et la fourmi
002914 Le petit Chaperon Rouge

**A1 (Stage 2)**

002936 Le lièvre et la tortue + Video Multi-ROM
002919 Les Musiciens de Brême
002920 Le renard et les raisins

**A1.1 (Stage 3)**

002921 Condriillon
002922 Le rat de ville et le rat de champs
002932 Blanche-Neige + Video Multi-ROM

**A2 (Stage 4)**

002923 Hansel et Gretel
002924 Le soleil et le vent

---

**Young ELI Readers - French**

**ELI**

There are 4 stages available in this series, graded according to the number of headwords used, which correspond to the beginner levels of the CEFR. These well-illustrated readers include a mixture of classic and original texts, and are accompanied by an audio-CD. Each reader includes 5 pages of revision exercises and fun activities along with bookmarks for the students to cut out. There is also an illustrated dictionary on the inside cover of each text which means the student can easily access the vocabulary needed. A0 Stage One (orange) 100 words - below A1 Stage Two (purple) 200 words - A1 Stage Three (blue) 300 words - A1.1 Stage Four (green) 400 words - A2

Each  £7.55

---

**Ages 5-7**

**Young ELI Readers - Graded readers**

**Graded readers**

**Readers**

**www.europeanbookshop.com**
Catherine Cheater
Schemes of Work for Primary French (KS2)
Golden Daffodils

Already adopted by some 5000 primary schools, this Scheme of Work is designed over 4 years from Year 3 to Year 6. The work is based on authentic resources - children’s books, CDs and much more - which will motivate pupils from the first moment. Apart from giving them a very lively, very interactive, introduction to the French language and the way of life of their French peers, the activities are cleverly planned to integrate with other aspects of primary work, e.g., phonics, gist reading, the transition from words and sentences to narrative, some geography and, in the later years some science. The exhaustive teacher’s manuals for each year guide the less experienced class teacher every step of the way. The author of the scheme is one of the main reasons for its popularity. Formerly a CILT Senior Language Teaching Adviser, she has taught languages across a broad age and ability range, from nursery to A level, and for many years worked in an advisory capacity for languages in the primary phase. Catherine Cheater’s highly popular schemes have expanded to other languages and now include Spanish, with the Scheme of Work written by Steve Haworth and Italian, written by Adalgisa Serio and Ana Maria Forti Sheikh.

Catherine Cheater’s widely acclaimed Schemes of Work for French are being used in primary schools the length and breadth of Britain. Written for language learners at primary school, the Schemes are planned to integrate with other aspects of primary work, e.g., phonics, gist reading, the transition from words and sentences to narrative, some geography and, in the later years some science. The exhaustive teacher’s manuals for each year guide the less experienced class teacher every step of the way. The author of the scheme is one of the main reasons for its popularity. Formerly a CILT Senior Language Teaching Adviser, she has taught languages across a broad age and ability range, from nursery to A level, and for many years worked in an advisory capacity for languages in the primary phase. Catherine Cheater’s highly popular schemes have expanded to other languages and now include Spanish, with the Scheme of Work written by Steve Haworth and Italian, written by Adalgisa Serio and Ana Maria Forti Sheikh.

Catherine Cheater’s widely acclaimed Schemes of Work for French are being used in primary schools the length and breadth of Britain. Written for language learners at primary school, these innovative and easily adaptable schemes progressively develop children’s language learning skills and reinforce their literacy.

The schemes are easy to follow with step by step guidance and comprehensive language support for specialist and non-specialist teachers alike. The lesson plans, challenging and fun, can be copied and adapted to meet the school’s particular needs. The work is based on authentic resources (children’s books, CDs and much more) and the activities are cleverly planned to integrate with other aspects of primary work.

The principles behind the schemes of Work are:

• For children to enjoy their early years of learning French and to value the sights and sounds of France, the rhythm of the language and the real pleasure that can be gained from contact with the written word.
• For children to make real and measurable progress in their learning through the innovative activities, the challenging tasks and the desire to understand more and more as they hear, speak and read French.
• For children to make real and measurable progress in their learning through the innovative activities, the challenging tasks and the desire to understand more and more as they hear, speak and read French.

The Schemes of Work:

• save you lots of planning and preparation time
• engage and excite your children
• provide stimulating, enjoyable and challenging lessons
• reinforce and enhance literacy
• provide opportunities for regular language practice
• open windows onto other cultures

Each scheme includes:

• 30 detailed lesson plans including rhymes, songs, games, memorisation techniques and language learning strategies fully linked to the primary curriculum
• a series of innovative, cross-curricular practice parcels to reinforce the 30 minute lesson (and to help deliver the full 60 minute weekly entitlement)
• useful websites and a guide to authentic resources
• a CD-ROM featuring sound files of all the French required, web links, photos, PowerPoint™ presentations, a glossary of useful phrases etc. A version of the Scheme in Word™ allows the Scheme to be adapted to meet the school’s particular needs.

For each year there is a Scheme of Work, a Book Resource Pack, and some additional resources. The Book Resource Pack contains the core pack of picture books. The additional resources are mainly audio materials. They are all referred to in the Scheme. Because some are used for more than one year they have not been included in the core Resource Pack.

The emphasis in Year 3 is very much on developing listening skills, closely followed by speaking skills, this is why there is a clear focus on storytelling, finger rhymes, and singing songs.

Year 3 Scheme of Work

002899 Year 3 Scheme of Work + CD-Rom £100.00

Year 3 Resource Pack

002898 Year 3 Resource Pack - 12 titles £70.00

003809 Je m’habille et... je te croque £5.90

See the big, bad wolf put on all of his clothes before he is ready to get you! Using a repetitive, simple phrase “Je mets...”, this book introduces a basic vocabulary of clothes.

004111 Toutes les couleurs £5.90

See how the little rabbit gets into all kinds of mischief and what colours transfer onto its body because of it. Simple phrases and the clever tool of having the word of the colour written in that actual colour repeated several times makes this a fun and educational read.

004073 Cache-cache cochons £5.90

Lots of little pigs play a game of hide and seek but the seeker cannot find any of them until he has a bright idea. This book introduces lots of little phrases and verbs in a simple manner such as “personne”, “Ils sont tous en haut/ dehors” etc.

075104 Silence, Père Noël £7.60

A very jolly Father Christmas needs to keep quiet so he doesn’t wake the children with his singing on Christmas Eve.

075103 Roule galette £6.50

The tale of a runaway pie on its journey through a forest.

003803 Maman! £5.90

Learn numbers and animals with this prize-winning book.

105098 Je veux manger! £6.70

The little princess always wants but never says please. Eventually she learns how to do so. Incorporating the phrase ‘Je veux...’ and ‘Il faut...’ this clever book also provides humour with its story and illustrations.

004103 Je veux mon p’tit pot! £6.50

The little princess does not want to use her potty but then she discovers what fun it can be and then she cannot be without it. Very amusing, with the fantastic illustrations of Tony Ross, this book uses simple verbal phrases and vocabulary to describe professions and vocations.

Sample lessons, practice parcels and sound files can be found on the Golden Daffodils website.
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Year 4 Scheme of Work

In Year 4 the children’s listening and speaking skills continue to develop with storytelling, songs and finger rhymes. However, the emphasis now shifts to developing an understanding of basic French grammar such as knowledge of word classes, agreements and some verb forms.

002900 Year 4 Scheme or Work + CD-Rom £100.00+

Year 4 Resource Pack

002897 Year 4 Resource Pack - 15 titles £118.00

074650 Va-t’en grand monstre vert £14.50
A superb book which uses humour to introduce children to words related to parts of the body and physical descriptions but which also looks at the serious issue of fear and how to overcome it.

74301 Bon appetit, Monsieur Lapin! £5.90
Rabbit has had enough of eating carrots, so he finds out what other animals eat.

325586 Plouf! £4.50
This is the story of a hungry wolf, who thought he saw a big cheese at the bottom of the well... This is also the story of a pig whose eyes were too big for its stomach... It is also the story of a family of rabbits who were too curious for their own good!

338482 Lulu et le loup £9.65
Lulu, the little rabbit is being chased by a wolf.

339664 Mon trésor £9.45
Lulu the rabbit finds some treasure and decides to share it with her friends.

325577 Pourquoi ? £5.90
The questions of a very inquisitive little rabbit containing simple verbs and parts of the body.

325585 Il y a un cauchemar dans mon placard £5.90
The story of how a little boy deals with the nightmare in his wardrobe.

325580 Je ne veux pas aller à l'hôpital! £7.35
After hurting her nose, Little Princess refuses to go to the hospital. The Royal Family try their best to convince her to go but will she change her mind?

70047 Je ne veux pas aller au lit! £6.70
Little Princess hates going to bed and why should she when she isn’t even tired? But the King and Queen are not willing to compromise and they send her to bed. Will she stay there?

305055 Des goûters toute l’année avec mes copains £6.98
This children’s cookbook has clear and well-illustrated instructions for 12 traditional French recipes, one for each month of the year. Recipes include ‘la galette des rois’, ‘les crêpes’, ‘le gateau de Pâques’, ‘le clafoutis’ and ‘la tarte aux abricots’.

072908 Loup y es-tu? £5.90
It’s fun to go for a walk in the woods singing “Loup y es-tu?”... but when the wolf appears, watch out!

072909 Le manuel phonique £28.50
For teaching French reading, writing and spelling. Using the same format as The Phonics Handbook used in many schools, Le manuel phonique introduces the main 36 letter sounds in French, with “actions” for each one, and activity sheets.

Year 3 Audio Resource Pack

002902 Year 3 Audio Resource Pack £37.95+

072913 Mon Ane - 30 chansons enfantines DVD £20.00+

073782 Henri Dès no.5 Dessin Fou CD £5.48+

073784 The very best of Debussy (2 CDs) £11.05+

Year 4 Audio Resource Pack

002903 Year 4 Audio Resource Pack £61.00+

002750 Comptines pour doigts et menottes £25.95+

008009 The very best of Ravel (2 CDs) £11.05+

008011 Henri Dès No.12 Du soleil CD £10.95+

072913 Mon Ane - 30 chansons enfantines/ DVD £20.00+
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Year 5 Scheme of Work

Strong emphasis is placed on the development of basic reading and writing skills rooted in phonics and training in how to use a dictionary. Story books, non-fiction texts and songs are used to sustain the development of oracy and literacy skills.

Year 5 Resource Pack

- **Year 5 Resource Pack - 16 titles**: £112.00
- **Petit-Bleu et Petit-Jaune**: £5.90
  Petit-Bleu has lots of friends, but his best friend is Petit-Jaune. Today they are so happy to see each other that they hug and become green! But will their parents recognise them?
- **Silence, Père Noël**: £7.60
  A very jolly Father Christmas needs to keep quiet so he doesn’t wake the children with his singing on Christmas Eve.
- **Qui conduit?**: £5.98
  Who can drive a fire engine, a racing car, a jeep or an aeroplane? An elephant, a hare, a pig? Where are all these animals going and who will get there first?
- **Ma culotte**: £5.90
  A wolf captures a sheep for his lunch but the sheep eats his only pair of pants.
- **Au loup!**: £5.90
  A little rabbit learns that he shouldn’t “cry wolf”.
- **Papa!**: £5.90
  A boy wakes up to find a monster lying next to him in bed!
- **Loup, loup, y es-tu?**: £12.50
  Learn the daily routine through a French nursery rhyme.
- **Le pot de Tom**: £5.90
  Tom doesn’t like using his potty.
- **Trois courageux petits gorilles**: £5.75
  Three young gorillas struggle to sleep because they are afraid of the dark.
- **Le château du petit prince**: £5.90
  The king tells the prince it's time for him to live in his own castle.
- **Superbouquin**: £14.75
  Jules the pig loves reading comics, especially about his favourite superhero “Supercouchon”. His brothers laugh at him but “Supercouchon’s” skills save the day!
- **C’est comme ça chez moi... les vacances**: £7.35
  During the holidays the children use their imagination to build cities, climb trees and travel far away.

Year 5 Audio Resource Pack

- **Year 5 Audio Resource Pack**: £73.00+
  - **France Gall: Évidemment CDs (2)**: £5.11+
  - **Henri Dès No. 1 Cache-cache CD**: £10.95+
  - **L’ enfant au gretot DVD**: £20.00+
  - **Mon Ane - 30 chansons enfantines/ DVD**: £8.99+
  - **The very best of Satie (2 CDs)**: £9.75+

Year 5 Additional Resources Pack

- **Year 5 Resource pack**: £15.95
- **Avions et bateaux en origami**: £8.95
- **Collins Pocket French dictionary**: £8.99

Year 6 Scheme of Work

In Year 6 children’s performance skills are developed. They learn to construct spoken sentences and written sentences and use dictionaries to find the vocabulary they need. Strategies to assist with understanding are also developed.

Year 6 Resource Pack

- **Year 6 Resource Pack - 16 titles**: £102.00
- **Le déjeuner des loups**: £6.90
  When Lucas catches a pig in the forest, he phones his mother to invite the family for Sunday lunch. But he discovers that the pig - Maurice - is by no means an ordinary pig and he has to change his plans.
- **Le loup est revenu**: £5.90
  Monsieur Lapin is too scared to go to bed because he has just read something terrifying in the paper: the Wolf is back!
- **Le loup sentimental**: £5.75
  Lucas the wolf has decided that it is time for him to fly the nest. On his way out his father gives him a list of things that are good to eat. Unfortunately for his stomach, Lucas is very sentimental and decides not to eat a succulent goat and her 7 kids and Little Red Riding Hood amongst others. But what can he do to calm his hunger?
- **Au lit, petit monstre!**: £5.90
  What do little monsters do when it is time for bed? They run all over the house, refuse to brush their teeth and dance a samba on their beds!
- **C’est moi le plus fort**: £5.90
  When Wolf needs to be reassured he asks all the habitants of the forest one simple question: “Dis-moi, qui est le plus fort?”. Everyone replies that the wolf is the strongest. So, when a funny little toad-like creature gives a different reply, the Wolf gets angry...
- **Lave-toi les mains!**: £6.70
  Little Princess loves getting her hands dirty but hates washing them afterwards! However, she soon learns the importance of cleanliness.
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072616 Chapeau rond rouge £5.90
A story about a little girl who lives in a forest. She never goes anywhere without her round, red hat. One day she decides to visit her grandmother.

072912 Je suis revenu! £5.90
After some exercises to get back into shape, the terrible Wolf is ready for his big return to the forest. This book is a version of the well-known Le Loup est revenu as told from the Wolf’s point of view.

146919 Je ne veux pas changer de maison! £6.50
The Royal Family have moved house and their new castle is much bigger. However, Little Princess has decided that she doesn’t want to move house. Will a visit to her old house change her mind?

073407 L’apprenti loup £5.90
A young wolf grows up without realising what type of animal he is.

073410 La nuit de l’étoile d’or £5.90
A golden star is spotted in the sky by three little rabbits on a snowy night.

073412 The very best of Chopin (2CDs) £19.50

073411 Cette nuit-là £6.75
A Christmas story. A friend of the forest animals has died, leaving his house empty. The birds, rabbits and squirrels all move in and decide to scare away any potential buyers but when an exhausted traveller arrives, how can they force him to leave?

073433 Maxime Loupiot £6.75

073434 Marlaguette £6.45

073435 Monsieur Leloup est amoureux £6.50

075080 Loupiotte

A beautiful picture book which uses repetition to capture children’s imagination and to teach them simple vocabulary.

072565 Collins Pocket French dictionary £8.99

072911 Henri Dès Les trésors de notre enfance 2 CD £10.95+

073412 Le Petit Chaperon Vert £6.75
Le Petit Chaperon Vert is a friendly, courageous girl whose enemy is the naughty Red Riding Hood.

073420 Ma première histoire de la France £13.95
A first introduction for young children depicting the key moments in French history. This large book is arranged in clear double-page spreads, each covering one era, from the beginning to modern times.

073412 The very best of Chopin (2CDs) £19.50+

073410 La nuit de l’étoile d’or £5.90
A golden star is spotted in the sky by three little rabbits on a snowy night.

074312 Le Petit Chaperon Vert   £6.45

074651 Une histoire sombre, très sombre £5.80
A story about a little girl who lives in a forest. A golden star is spotted in the sky by three little rabbits on a snowy night.

074651 Une histoire sombre, très sombre £16.75
A beautiful picture book which uses repetition to capture children’s imagination and to teach them simple vocabulary.

073412 Le Petit Chaperon Vert £5.75

073410 La nuit de l’étoile d’or £5.90
A golden star is spotted in the sky by three little rabbits on a snowy night.

074651 Une histoire sombre, très sombre £16.75
A beautiful picture book which uses repetition to capture children’s imagination and to teach them simple vocabulary.

Year 6 Additional Resource Pack

002934 Year 6 Resource pack £57.00+

002907 Méthode de lecture syllabique £8.45

008016 Henri Dès Les trésors de notre enfance 2 CD £10.95+

001032 Livre de l’élève 1 £14.50

001035 Cahier d’activités 1 + CD-audio £10.75

001038 CD audio classe 1 £25.95+

001055 Livre de l’élève 2 £14.50

001059 Cahier d’activités 1 + CD-audio £10.75

001038 CD audio classe 2 £25.95+

001039 Cartes images en couleurs (200 cartes) £29.95+
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Les Loustics
Capouet, M/Denisot, H
HACHETTE

Les Loustics is a fun, creative, action-oriented course full of visual and audio documents that reflect the lively world of children and gives them a zest for learning. The coursebook is easy to use with one page for each lesson and uses a gradual, spiral approach to reinforce learning from one lesson to the next. Each unit consists of five single-page lessons offering a variety of activities and a glossary. Petit Doc pages use accessible and authentic documents to foster openness to other cultures and disciplines. The workbook contains one double page of activities per lesson to reinforce learning and gradually introduce writing skills and comes with a CD of songs and poems. The teachers’ guide contains transcripts of the audio material, answer keys for the coursebook and workbook. A digital version is also available on a USB stick which contains a digital copy of the coursebook, workbook, full teachers’ book, all the audio recordings, interactive activities for the whiteboard, a map of France and 200 flashcards. A resource file is available separately with photocopiable sheets of puppets, masks etc., ready-to-use stencils and a portfolio for students.

Beginners
001620 Livre de l’élève 1 £14.50
001621 Cahier d’activités 1 + CD-audio £10.75
001622 Guide pédagogique 1 £21.50
001625 Fichier ressources 1 £24.75
001623 CD audio classe 1 (3) £25.95+
001626 Manuel numérique enseignant 1 (Clé USB) £124.00+
001628 Livre de l’élève 2 £14.50
001629 Cahier d’activités 2 + CD-audio £10.75
001632 Guide pédagogique 2 £21.50
001634 Fichier ressources 2 £24.75
001627 Cartes images en couleurs 1 & 2 (200 cartes) £79.00+
200 coloured image cards which accompany Les Loustics 1 and 2, an indispensable complementary resource to put linguistic activities into practice and create numerous classroom activities.

Near beginners
001770 Livre de l’élève 3 £14.50
001771 Cahier d’activités 3 + CD audio £12.75
001772 Guide pédagogique 3 £21.50
001773 Fichier ressources 3 £24.75
001774 CD audio classe 3 (3) £25.95+
001775 Cartes images en couleurs 3 (100 cartes) £39.95+
001776 Manuel numérique enseignant 3 (clé USB) £124.00+

Léo et Théo
Apicella, M
ELI

Have fun discovering the French language and culture with identical twins Léo and Théo! This three-level course for 8-11 year olds is simple and intuitive, offering children a creative and playful learning experience through a wide variety of activities, songs, games and projects. Colourful pages full of illustrations and pictures make their first contact with French easy and fun, as they gradually develop their reading, listening, speaking and - in books 2 and 3 - writing skills. The communicative approach gives children the opportunity to use the language in real-life situations from the very beginning, while the featured interdisciplinary topics (CLIL) and culture pages allow them to enrich their vocabulary and widen their knowledge of France and Francophonie. The teacher’s resources also includes a DVD, The Story Musical, for each level of the course. This contains everything you need to stage a play for each level (Hansel & Gretel, The Jungle Book and Peter Pan): scripts, musical accompaniments, stage scenery to project onto a screen or a wall, plus lots of video tutorials to help you create costumes, learn choreography and make stage props. The course is geared towards the preparation of the DELF Prim (A1.1 - A1 - A2.1) exam.

Beginners
000510 Student’s Book 1 £13.75
000511 Workbook + audio CD 1 £8.95
000512 Teacher’s Guide + audio CDs (2) + DVD 1 £23.95
000513 Digital Book (CD-ROM) 1 £54.00+
000514 Flashcards 1 £17.95+

A1
000515 Student’s Book 2 £13.75
000516 Workbook + audio CD 2 £8.95
000522 Teacher’s Guide + audio CDs (2) + DVD 2 £23.95
000523 Digital Book (CD-ROM) 2 £54.00+
000524 Flashcards 2 £17.95+

A2.1
000525 Student’s Book 3 £13.75
000526 Workbook + audio CD 3 £8.95
000531 Teacher’s Guide + audio CDs (2) + DVD 3 £23.95
000561 Digital Book (CD-ROM) 3 £54.00+

Ages 5-7
Clémentine
CLE
Ruiz Félix, E/Rubio Pérez, I

Clémentine is an active and playful course for children from 5 years old that enables the development of the first oral communication skills.

Throughout the course, learners discover endearing characters that they can identify with: Clémentine, a lively and mischievous girl, Thomas and Gabi - twins - who are always ready for adventure, and all their classmates plus their dynamic four-legged companions, dog Toto and cat Nemo. These characters are at the centre of the many stories, games, songs and even a cartoon in the books and help pupils discover the world in French.

There is very little written work at the start of the course - the focus is on games and songs. Written skills are introduced halfway through book 1. A DVD is included with the coursebook and contains the songs and cartoons from the course. The set of posters consists of one poster for each chapter in the book.

The teachers’ guide includes an evaluation file. Digital versions for pupil and teacher are also available. Additional complementary digital activities are available on the publishers’ website: http://clementine.cle-international.com

A1.1
001910 Livre de l’élève 1 £14.50
001913 Guide Pédagogique 1 £19.95
001912 CD audio collectif 1 £51.00+
001911 Livre de l’élève 2 £14.50
001914 Guide pédagogique 2 £19.95
001915 CD audio collectif 2 £51.00+
Ludo et ses amis

DIDIER

Ludo et ses amis is a multisensory French course, which introduces pupils to speaking and listening in the language through a multitude of short activities. The course progresses in the form of a spiral, with previous material being revisited at strategic points through the use of games, songs, rhymes and a story. The wealth of course materials invigorates and facilitates class work for both pupils and teacher. The carte de téléchargement provides one access code to digital versions of the course materials for the teacher (compatible with PC, Mac, and iPad/Android/Windows 8 tablets). The digital version includes the student book, interactive workbook, audio files, teacher’s guide, flashcards for projection on the whiteboard.

A1

000506 Cartes-images - for all levels £46.50+
All the pictures needed for classroom activities.

A1.1

000570 Livre de l’élève 1 + CD £11.95
000571 Cahier d’activités 1 £7.95
000572 Guide pédagogique 1 + CD + fiches graphiques £22.50
000564 Carte de téléchargement 1 £41.75+

A1.2

000573 Livre de l’élève 2 + CD £11.95
000577 Cahier d’activités 2 £7.95
000578 Guide pédagogique 2 + CD £22.50
000580 Carte de téléchargement 2 £41.75+

000581 Livre de l’élève 3 + CD £11.95
000582 Cahier d’activités 3 £7.95
000583 Guide pédagogique 3 + CD £22.50
000565 Carte de téléchargement 3 £41.75+

Passe-Passe

DIDIER

A course designed to help pupils grow and speak in French! Passe-passe presents the adventures of six friends - Juliette, Mehdi, Manon, Louis, Lilly and Pablo - who grow up over the 3 levels of the course.

Each level has 6 units that arouse the curiosity of children and make them want to learn. Using a communicative and task-based approach with fun activities, pupils will complete two tasks and a project per chapter. For each chapter there are two lively songs including salsa and different rhythms sung by French children.

Speaking and written skills are covered from the start. Speaking activities are in the pupils’ books and accompanying written tasks are in the workbook. For each page in the pupils’ book there is a double page of activities in the workbook. Each chapter finishes with a revision task of the topic and children have a passeport de français to track their progress. Preparatory activities for the DELF Prim exams are also included. At the back of the workbook there is an illustrated dictionary and transcripts of the songs from the course. A CD containing the songs is included with the workbook.

The teachers’ guide with supplementary activities, 3 CDs with all the audio material and a DVD is available to download from the publishers’ website www.didierflf.fr/passe-passe. A version for use with an interactive whiteboard is also available.

A1.1

000640 Livre de l’élève £15.50
000641 Cahier d’activités 1 £10.75
000642 Guide pédagogique 1 + DVD-Rom £27.95

A1.2

000643 Livre de l’élève 2 £10.95
000656 Cahier d’activités 2 £10.75
000648 Guide pédagogique 2 £20.50
000652 Carte de téléchargement 2 £41.75+

A1.3

000653 Livre de l’élève 3 £10.95
000657 Cahier d’activités 3 £10.75
000659 Guide pédagogique 3 £20.50
000658 Carte de téléchargement 3 £41.75+

000644 Ressources numériques pour TBI £69.00+
000645 Cahier de découvertes culturelles 1 £8.35
000646 Cahier de découvertes culturelles 2 £8.30
000647 Cahier de découvertes culturelles 3 £8.30

000650 Ressources numériques pour TBI 2 £69.00+

Ages 8-10

Alex et Zoé et compagnie

CLE

Alex et Zoé is designed for 7 - 10 year olds, in 3 levels, with each level providing 50 - 80 hours of French. Bright cartoon stories form the basis of the wide range of dialogues, activities and games. Each pupil’s book contains 15 chapters of 4 lessons. The books are clearly laid out, with the emphasis on visual stimuli and each lesson ends with a cartoon strip using the vocabulary learned in a simple written format. The livre de civilisation reinforces cultural elements introduced in the lessons. Additional exercises to consolidate the coursebook material are found in the workbook along with 8 pages of exercises to practise basic grammar and an audio-CD for listening practice. The activities on the accompanying CDs are all based on the pictures in the pupil’s book (pick out the characters or objects mentioned, listen and repeat or answer the questions). There are also songs for the class to sing along to and join in with the actions.

Beginners

001280 Livre de l’élève + livret de civilisation + CD-Rom 1 £14.95
001281 Cahier d’activités 1 & CD-audio DELF Prim £11.50
002261 Alex et Zoé à Paris £8.35
001282 Guide pédagogique 1 £20.50
001167 Apprendre à écrire avec Alex et Zoé - fichier et guide pédagogique £66.00
001283 CD audio pour la classe 1 (3) £76.00+
001300 Cahier de découvertes culturelles 1 £8.30
001166 Apprend à lire avec Alex et Zoé £9.25
001284 CD audio individuel 1 £12.75+
001285 Ressources numériques pour TBI £69.00+

Near beginners

001288 Livre de l’élève + livret de civilisation 2 £14.95
001289 Cahier d’activités 2 + CD-audio DELF Prim £11.50
001387 Guide pédagogique 2 £21.75
001291 CD audio pour la classe 2 (3) £76.00+
001292 CD audio individuel 2 £12.75+
001383 Cahier de découvertes culturelles 2 £8.45
001293 Ressources numériques pour TBI 2 £69.00+

Lower Intermediate

001298 Livre de l’élève + livret de civilisation 3 £15.50
001299 Cahier d’activités 3 & CD-audio DELF Prim £11.50
002264 Alex et Zoé en vacances £8.35
001386 Guide pédagogique 3 £21.75
001312 CD-audio pour la classe 3 (2) £77.00+
001313 CD-audio individuel 3 £12.95
001384 Cahier de découvertes culturelles 3 £8.45
001314 Ressources numériques pour TBI 3 £71.00+

www.europeanbookshop.com
Jus d’orange

CLE

_Jus d’orange: Une joyeuse histoire d’amitié_

This course follows the friendship of 4 inseparable school friends, Amina the sweetie, Lou the adventurer, Noah the scientist and Théo the romantic. _Jus d’orange_ makes use of fun activities, comic strips, songs and videos, and takes students on a voyage around the francophone world. It also makes use of project work at each level to reinforce the material covered in each unit. Each student’s book has an accompanying DVD-Rom with animations, video footage and a poster for the class. The teacher’s book includes a printable evaluation sheet and a book of games, as well as materials for use on an interactive whiteboard.

_A1.1_

- 001740 Livre de l’élève + DVD A1.1  £12.75
- 001741 Cahier d’activités A1.1  £10.75
- 001754 Guide pédagogique A1.1  £23.95
- 001789 Version numérique A1 sur clé USB  £85.00+

_A1.2_

- 001743 Livre de l’élève + DVD A1.2  £12.95
- 001742 Cahier d’exercices A1.2  £10.95
- 001755 Guide pédagogique 2  £23.95
- 001795 Version numérique A1.2 sur clé USB  £85.00+

Tip Top!

Adam, C

_DIDIER_

This course is suitable for children aged between 9-11 who wish to prepare for the primary DELF exam. This course takes a communicative approach and so the wealth of exercises provided give young learners the opportunity to hone these skills in an enjoyable way.

_A1.1_

- 000503 Livre de l’élève 1  £10.95
- 000542 Cahier d’activités 1  £8.90
- 000544 Guide pédagogique 1  £19.95
- 000543 CD-Audio pour la classe 1  £24.75+
- 000550 Carte de téléchargement 1  £31.95+

_A1.2_

- 000547 Livre de l’élève 2  £10.95
- 000555 Cahier d’activités 2  £8.90
- 000558 Guide pédagogique 2  £18.95
- 000554 CD-Audio pour la classe 2  £24.75+
- 000556 Carte de téléchargement 2  £31.95+

_A2.1_

- 000520 Livre de l’élève + CD 3  £12.50
- 000521 Cahier d’activités 3  £8.90
- 000634 Guide pédagogique 3  £18.95
- 000560 Carte de téléchargement 3  £31.95+

_Dictionaries_

_Ages 8-10_

**ELI Vocabulary in Pictures**

ELI

Colourful and easy to use, the ELI Vocabulary in Pictures is the ideal tool to help children learn and revise basic vocabulary in a foreign language! Available in English, French, German, Spanish and Italian. The captivating illustrated scenes, the immediate picture-word association, plus the audio recordings and fun digital activities engage young students in a pleasant learning process. Each picture dictionary contains:- 45 attractive thematic scenes with delightful illustrations - More than 1000 words: nouns, adjectives, verbs and prepositions - A complete alphabetical index of the words - Audio recordings of all words and digital activities for each scene downloadable for free online! An access code with instructions on how to download the Digital Vocabulary is included inside each book. The Digital Vocabulary contains the digital version of the book including the audio recordings for each word and a variety of interactive activities based on matching written/spoken words and pictures.

_A1/A2_

- 000505 ELI Vocabulaire illustré -français  £10.95

www.europeanbookshop.com